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when you build a game for windows, you will need to launch the edl. this will cut
the load times in half. the edl is stable and can be back-ported to older versions of
the unreal engine, or can be tweaked for modified or customized engine versions.
creating a game for windows does not necessarily mean you'll need to create a

game for windows 7. windows 7 is a very old version of the operating system, and
only supports a subset of hardware and drivers. so if you're not using a windows 7

machine, you may not have any compatibility issues. however, windows 7
machines are very common, so it's a good idea to make sure your game can run on

those machines if you want to target them. the gameopenorder.log file contains
the information needed to optimize your.pak file order. for example, on mac builds,

the file will be found in
macnoeditor/(yourgame)/build/windowsnoeditor/fileopenorder/. copy this file to
your development directory under the /build/macnoeditor/fileopenorder/ path.
windows 7 is a good platform for the projects i have been working on. the most

important thing to consider when targeting windows 7 is that the game will need to
use the old mode of the unreal engine 4 (the 8.9 runtime).

googletag.cmd.push(function() { googletag.display('div-gpt-ad-1494450502098-ccr-
repeat11'); }); windows insider and release preview status we have two new

features that are exclusive to windows insiders and release preview users. a new
option in the settings app that allows you to turn off autopilot testing. simply go to
settings and select update & security. from there, select restart & update now. you
will be presented with two options. if you select the first option, you will skip over

the regular updates, and download the insiders or release preview updates instead.
if you select the second option, you will be forced to update to the latest os, and
you will be offered a list of known issues with a warning that this may not be the
final build. select the update, and you will be taken back to the settings app. the
process is seamless, and you do not have to restart the system to complete the

update. 5ec8ef588b
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